
FAITH  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH                                      June 2, 2019 
  
SEVENTH  SUNDAY  OF  EASTER 
 
RECOLLECTING OURSELVES FOR WORSHIP 
 Music (please use this time for quiet and reflection) 
 Gong [followed by silence] 
 Call to Worship – Luke 24:44-53 
 Hymn – 150 [Come, Christians, Join to Sing] 

Opening Prayer 
 
OUR  HUMANNESS  AND  GOD’S  GRACE 

Call to Confession 
Unison Prayer of Confession 
 

 Gracious God, as you go about the work of making me more 
aware of the different components of my personality, I become 
aware of how judgmental I am of much that is disclosed to me.  I 
have little tolerance for anything that evokes pain, and am in a 
hurry to move beyond the pain and whatever memory or insight 
induces it.  I notice I have a difficult time just sitting with anything 
that disturbs me, and am stressed by waiting with thoughts and 
feelings to see how they will be unpacked.  I do not know what 
the urgency is, only that it pesters me.  I believe that somehow 
the burden of having my life come together has fallen on my 
shoulders, and I am eager to remove that burden.  I fail to 
comprehend that this eagerness is a judgment, and that the 
judgment increases both the urgency I feel and the burden I am 
suffering. 
 
 Personal Prayer of Confession in Silence 
 Assurance of Pardon 
 
 
 
 
 

LISTENING  FOR  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Story for the Children 
 Scripture – John 17:20-26 
 Prompting 
 Silence and Reflection 
 
RESPONDING  TO  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Hymn – 154 [Lord, Enthroned in Heavenly Splendor] 
 Announcements 
 Minute for Mission 
 Our Gifts and Offerings 
 
   Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
   Praise Christ all creatures here below; 
   Praise Holy Spirit, Comforter; 
   One God, Triune, whom we adore.  Amen. 
  
 The Prayers of the People and Lord’s Prayer 
   Our Father in heaven, 
    hallowed be your name, 
    your kingdom come, 
    your will be done, 
     on earth as it is in heaven. 
   Give us today our daily bread. 
   Forgive us our sins 
    as we forgive those who sin against us. 
   Save us in the time of trial 
    and deliver us from evil. 
   For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are yours 
    now and forever.  Amen. 
 
GOING  OUT – to serve, to journey, to live the word 
 Hymn – 324 [Open My Eyes That I May See] 
 Charge and Benediction 
  



CALENDAR  OF  EVENTS 
TODAY   10:00  Worship and Church School 
     11:00  Coffee and Fellowship 
     11:20  Conversation 
MONDAY    1:00  Centering Prayer, church office 
 

Lectionary Readings from Cycle C for June 9, 2019 
Acts 2:1-21 or Genesis 11:1-9; Psalm 104:24-34, 35b; 
Romans 8:14-17 or Acts 2:1-21; John 14:8-17 (25-27). 

 
F.Y.I. 
 Our musician is Erin Garcia-Norris. 
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Seventh Sunday of Easter (John 17:20-26) 
 In today’s reading Jesus talks about “being one.” In verse 21 it 
says: “As you, Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in 
us [or “one in us”]…” In verse 22/23 it says”: “…so that they may be 
one, as we are one, I in them and you in me, that they may become 
completely one…” 
 We want to remember that nowhere in Christianity does it say 
that we become like God or as God. What Christianity does say is 
that God comes to be with us. I suggest that the way this occurs is 
by the formation and development in us of what we have been 
describing as “cognitive faculties or capacities:” consciousness, 
imagination, perception, thinking, feeling, intuition, reasoning, 
judgment, language, memory, etc. We know God is with us as these 
faculties appear and develop in us, but more importantly, we 
become one with God as we open to these faculties and use them 
in living our life. This is especially true when we open to and interact 
with the work God does within us to disclose us to ourselves 
[looking at the aspect of God we label Christ] and when we focus on 
how what is disclosed to us gets assimilated and integrated and 
used in the way we live our live [looking at the aspect of God we 
label Holy Spirit].  
 In Christianity, being “one” does not mean becoming single-
minded, but rather the opposite, becoming more differentiated. 
Differentiate means “to recognize or ascertain what makes 
someone or something different.” What God does with us is teach 
us to recognize, understand and then consider more of life. Rather 
than our world narrowing, it expands. Rather than being able to 
relate to a few things, we gain the capacity to relate to many things, 
both in ourselves and outside ourselves. We become able to relate 
to what we like and don’t, to what is like us and is different from us. 
 From this frame of reference, it becomes possible to understand 
the words from the Gospel of John quoted in the first paragraph. As 
we are receptive to the disclosing of our life (Christ), and then the 
assimilating and integrating of what has been disclosed (Holy Spirit), 
we are made one (more highly differentiated) by this work. Just as 
God is one, so also, we become one by being able to enfold and 
embrace more of life. 

[Jim Robie, 5-31-19] 
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ASCENSION and SEVENTH  SUNDAY  OF  EASTER – John 17:20-26 
 The Gospel reading for the 5th Sunday of Easter included these 
words spoken by Jesus: “Little children, I am with you only a little 
longer. You will look for me; and as I said to the Jews so I now say 
to you, ‘Where I am going, you cannot come.’” [John 13:33] The 
Gospel reading for the 6th Sunday of Easter included these words 
spoken by Jesus: “I have said these things to you while I am still 
with you. But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will 
send in my name, will teach you everything, and remind you of all 
that I have said to you…I am going away, and I am coming to you…If 
you loved me you would rejoice that I am going to the Father…” 
[John 14: 25-26, 28] This last Thursday was “Ascension of the Lord,” 
and the Gospel reading includes the following: “Then he led them 
out as far as Bethany. And, lifting up his hands, he blessed them. 
While he was blessing them, he withdrew from them and was 
carried up into heaven.” [Luke 24:50-51] In each cycle of the 
Lectionary, the Gospel readings at the end of the Season of Easter 
prepare us for the departure of Jesus in preparation for the coming 
of the Holy Spirit. 
 It is important to remember that at the time the Gospels were 
being written the early Church was still in the process of working 
out an understanding of God which would not be completed for 
another 200+ years. We are going to interpret the readings above, 
as well as the one for today from John 17, from the vantage point 
of an understanding of God which the writers of the individual 
Gospels influenced, but which they did not themselves possess 
because it did not yet exist. It is easy to understand why the 
departure of Jesus occurs and is necessary if we look at it through 
the lens of the understanding of God that eventually emerged as 
the Trinity. In the Trinity there are three different ways of viewing 
God, each way of seeing highlights a particular component of the 
work God does within us to accomplish our being able to 
experience the fullness of our own life. The “fullness of our own 
life” is a metaphor, and the idea in the metaphor is that we would 
slowly and steadily be led to inhabit the life that is actually ours, 
including the things we consciously know about ourselves as well 
as the things about which we are not yet conscious. This work God 

does of disclosing us to ourselves goes on continuously, throughout 
our entire life. Christ is the name given to the aspect of God [way of 
viewing God] that brings us the awareness of what is true of us, 
especially what is true of us that resides in our unconscious, and 
then maintains and sustains those perceptions until we are able to 
own what has been revealed. The Holy Spirit is the name given to 
the aspect of God [way of viewing God] that helps us remember 
what has come to our consciousness, helps us call it to mind, and 
then helps us work out how to make use of it. When we look at God 
through the lens of the Holy Spirit we see God working with us to 
integrate what has come into our awareness until what has been 
revealed to us about ourselves is part of our self-understanding and 
can inform us about how to live our daily lives. 
 It might be helpful to think of the Trinity as an attempt to 
describe something by using the thought-form of mythology which 
in our thought-world we would describe as a developmental 
process. Developmentally, Christ and the Holy Spirit refer to two 
separate phases of the same progression which God works within 
us. When something is true of us, yet is not known by us because it 
is in our unconscious and not in our awareness, our focus falls on 
the work God does of bringing it to our awareness, and then 
returning it to our awareness every time we erase it; God does this 
repeatedly until we are able to own it as something true of us. Once 
we are able to own this as true of us, our focus moves to another 
component of the work, that of helping us remember what we now 
know is true of us, helping us call it to mind and teaching us how to 
think about it and with it, and use it in our living. It is the same God 
doing the same work of bringing to us the fullness of our life, first 
by making us aware and secondly by helping us think about and use 
what has come to our awareness. The work of making us aware 
moves to the background as the ability to remember and consider 
what is in awareness moves to the foreground. The way of viewing 
God termed “Christ” departs, and the way of viewing God termed 
“Holy Spirit” appears. This metaphor is too linear and rigid, since the 
actual process is more fluid, something like a teeter-totter, where 
one aspect ascends while the other descends, this ascent/descent 
being repeated as long as necessary until what is coming into our 



awareness becomes both part of our self-understanding and 
something we can use deliberately. 
 In the Gospel reading for today we find God’s intention for us 
expressed through the concept of becoming ONE. The word ONE in 
Greek is the primary number “one.” As an adjective “one” is 
defined in this way: 1) “being a single entity, unit, object, or being; 
not two or more; 2) characterized by unity; undivided.” God makes 
us into a unity NOT by removing our conflicts from us, BUT by 
increasing our ability to be conflicted and then to encompass our 
conflicts. We do not begin to speak with one voice, but rather we 
begin to appreciate the different voices that speak within us. Any 
judgment for being conflicted is diminished and is replaced by an 
increased ability to appreciate and understand the conflicts we 
have and where they originate. It therefore becomes easier to be 
conflicted and easier to explore and understand what our conflicts 
are. As it becomes acceptable to not be of one mind, we might say 
we are united or brought together around the truth that we are of 
more than one mind about something. It is not necessary to resolve 
things to be ONE. By becoming more aware of what conflicts us, we 
become a unity that has different components.  God leads us to be 
able to step back from being conflicted and get perspective on it, 
transcend it if you will, by seeing it in a context that unifies things 
that we used to see as opposites. To be one with God is to 
participate in the work of unpacking conflict so that we become a 
person who is able to hold together the polarities of what used to 
divide us. 
 As a noun, “one” is defined in this way: “the cardinal number, 
represented by the symbol 1, designating the first such unit in a 
series.” What this word suggests is that when we are gathered 
together, we have not arrived at a final unity, but that other 
unifications will follow what we are now experiencing. Being 
collected together into ONE is a process which keeps being worked 
in us. If we hold onto the idea that we arrive at a state of complete 
unity we will be disappointed and frustrated, since we never arrive 
at a place of being completely gathered together. It is more that 
we are continuously being gathered together. It is the work of God 
viewed as Christ to introduce us to elements of our life that are not 

generally or presently available to us, bringing them to our 
awareness until we are able to own them as our own. It is the work 
of God viewed as Holy Spirit that helps us explore and understand 
them as the way to integrate them so that we come together into a 
more encompassing unity. The unity that comes to us in this work is 
one that pertains to our self-awareness, and is one that is 
continuously expanding and becoming more inclusive. 
 Our life is a series of these “being gathered together” events, and 
in each of them and all of them we are accompanied by God being 
viewed both as Christ and Holy Spirit, bringing us into an ever-
expanding unity. Through both actions, God slowly gathers us 
together into the ONE we are, the only ONE of us there is in the 
moment. As we are made ONE with ourselves, we manifest in the 
world this movement toward unity as being what God is about. 

[Jim Robie, 5-31-19, 7th of Easter, Cycle C, John 17:20-26] 


